In this paper we discuss the following class of functions $(,3)={I(z):
Let A be the class consisting of all functions l'(z)= z+ r, anz n which are analytic in D= {z: zl <I}. Owa [1] has introduced the class (a,3). If /(z)e A and there exist, g(z) z-lb, z n e S*(a) (0 _< a < 1) such that g(z)-I <3 , g-+l ( O_<A<l, 0<3<1, zeD), (1.1) we say l(z) (,3). Owa [1] discused the coefficient estimates of functions in ,(a,3). In this paper, we discuss the general case, i.e., the class S(o,,3) which is genera'ted by a function g(O z + b. : e S*(). n=2 We first gave a subordinate about this class, then we discuss the integral means of functions in $,X(a, 3) , from this we can get some extremal properties about S,X(a,3 ). We also discuss a subclass of 2. A SUBORDINATION ABOUT SA(a,3).
We say that g(z) is subordinate to l(z) if there exists a function w(z) analytic in D satisfying w(0) 0 and 1o(z)] < such that g(z) =/(w(z)) (Izl < 1). This subordination is denoted by g(z) -</(z). About the class S,X(a,3 ), we have the following: THEOREM 2.1. If I(z)eS,(a,3), i.e., there exists a function g(z) e $*(a) such that the inequality (1.1) holds, then we have
(2.1) l(z) then p(0) 1 The definitions of u*(x) and the symmetric decreasing arrangement function can be found in [2] . LEMMA 3.3 [3] . Let (t) be a convex increasing function, if 9(z) -< l(z) in D, then 
PROOF. Take t,-th root in both sides of (3.5) and (3.6), and let p--,, we can get inequality (3.7). This inequality is sharp.
Finally, we consider the initial coefficients of l(z) SX(/). Substituting it into (4.7) and comparing the coefficients of both sides of (4.7), we have It is well known that Pnl -< 2 (n 1,2, 2(1-2/), / _< 0 Ip2-pp211 _< 2 0<p<l 2(2p-1) />1 z(1 + z) So we proved the results. Its easy to know the function f(z)= 1-x, ,(11 1) z(1 + z2) attns the equMities in (4.8), (4.9) d (4.11), d the function/(z)= _, ,(] 1)attns the inequMity in (4.10).
